
HOUSE 1110

By Mr. Clampit of Springfield, petition of Ralph V. Clampit that
the Massachusetts members of the Commission on Interstate Com
pacts Affecting Labor and Industries be authorized to present to said
commission the problem of discrimination in employment because of
age. Labor and Industries

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-Five.

Resolve directing the Massachusetts Members of the
Commission on Interstate Compacts Affecting Labor
and Industries to call Certain Matters to the Atten-
tion of said Commission and to urge the Co-operation
of the Commission in the Solution thereof.

1 Resolved, That the Massachusetts members of the
2 commission on interstate compacts affecting labor and
3 industries are hereby directed to inform said commis-
-4 sion that by virtue of the authority of a portion of chap-
-5 ter thirty-nine of the resolves of nineteen hundred and
6 thirty-four an investigation was started by a special
7 recess commission into the matter of preventing dis-
-8 crimination against certain persons in employment
9 on account of their age. (The language of that por-

-10 tion of said chapter thirty-nine on which this investi-
11 gation is based reads as follows: “Resolved, That
12 a special unpaid commission, to consist of one member
13 of the senate to be designated by the president thereof,
14 three members of the house of representatives to be
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15 designated by the speaker thereof, and three persons
16 to be appointed by the governor, is hereby established
17 to investigate and study the causes of the tendency
18 toward discrimination by industry and business against
19 persons in employment who have reached a certain
20 age in early middle life, and to make such studies
21 within the spirit of this resolve as shall be helpful in
22 abolishing such discrimination and in eventually
23 placing this class of persons again in employment in
24 industry and business to the end that they may be self
25 supporting, thereby preventing the possibility of their
26 becoming public charges with the consequent problem
27 of providing additional taxation, as set forth in current
28 house document numbered three hundred and eighty-
-29 five.”)

30 The said Massachusetts members of the commission
31 shall point out that the solution of this problem of
32 discrimination in employment because of age is most
33 difficult, yet decidedly desirable; that the special
34 recess commission created by the above-mentioned
35 resolve has had other contentious matters to consider
36 along with the matter of preventing discrimination
37 because of age, thereby delaying their work on that
38 subject; and that Massachusetts needs and urges the
39 co-operation of her sister industrial states in the solu-
-40 tion of this problem which is of mutual concern to all
41 of these states.


